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“INCREDIBLY FUN! LIKE BOTH GAP SHOOTERS AND SF SHOOTERS! ” “No more waiting for sequels to arrive!” About Cryptark: “Become the ultimate underground hunter with your gun shaped like a key, and kill all enemies in your path!” “A game that exists in its own right, its
not just another clone, it has its own universe, its own feel, its own characters, and it’s own setting.” “A game that’s big, but easy, and a ton of fun to play.” About the Gameplay: You are sent to an interstellar dimension to uncover the secrets of this hostile new world where
humans have evolved. Monsters and bandits are out to steal your shipload of rare crystals, forcing you to use all of your careful planning and tactics as you fight your way to the top of the criminal underworld. Cryptark is an action shmup where you are an intelligent being that
stalks through a barren world, a world composed of harsh rock and frozen ice. About the Graphics: The visuals in Cryptark look great and maintain an appealing style that is very fitting to the genre. The backgrounds and levels tend to have a simpler, more vivid color scheme,
while the enemies and game-worlds are much harder and more shadowy. About the Sound: The sound in Cryptark is equally great as the visuals; it’s a simple music and sound design, however, which lends to a nice contrast in the game’s overall feel. The soundtrack gives you a
firm impression of being in a futuristic space shooting environment. About the Game Balance: It’s very good in terms of creating an encounter that’s challenging, but not unfair. You will encounter a variety of enemy types ranging from humanoid to large massive creatures, and
the difficulty of bosses and the end-game levels are appropriate. About the Game Fun Factor: Cryptark has that delightful, addictive gameplay that you just keep on playing, which is made even better with the excitement you will feel when you win the game and find the Alien
Gear (the flying saucer), or find the new lasers and stuff! About the Replay Value: Cryptark will have a ton of replay value, not only for the entire campaign, but even after the campaign is over, with the randomly generated levels that you

CRYPTARK Features Key:
Multi-level gfx, your enemies are few
Different weapon
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